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DAZHI
SITE: MINSHTUI ROAD AND NEIGHBORHOOD

- Historic Da-Zhi Community
- New Development
- Mingshui Road
- Keelung River
資料來源：蘇文德先生提供
THE GHOST RIVER INTERVENTIONS

• creating ‘signs’ along the old river
• QR stickers that capture past conversations - “collect” as many as you can find
• monthly event - ghosts of the river appear
• reflect on the culture created by the river
• sparks curiosity and conversation about past
• participatory - leave your own QR graffiti
MECHANISMS FOR INTERVENTION

Use Existing Signage:
- Use the same level of detail.
- Reference events and things from Da-Zhi’s past.

Use UV Paint and Lights:
- Let symbols illuminate at night.
- Use existing lamp posts and safety lighting.

Use QR Codes:
- Reference Da-Zhi’s past.
- Communicate messages used in the past.
TEMPORAL CHANGES OF INTERVENTION

Permanent:
Appropriate Public Infrastructure

Nightly:
Use UV Paint and Blacklights

Momentary:
Collapse Views

DEGREES OF PARTICIPATION

Personal Interaction:
Public is required to use intervention

Unknown Interaction:
Intervention surrounds, but isn't obvious

Momentary View:
Public only has a quick glimpse of intervention
PERMANENT VISIBILITY

MRT Tunnel Installation

Crosswalk Signals

Old Temple

Traditional Market

Old Port
Let's Party with the "Ghost River"!!

after pm 9:00

first friday
LIMITED VISIBILITY
FREE PARKING FOR LILY PADS
FREE PARKING FOR LG GHILLY PAD

No Walking Across MingShui Rd

行 人 禁 止

穿越 明 水 路
lights out of the window

welcome to Da-Zhi.
NEW TRAVELING PATHS

Mingshui Road
View of Mountains
MRT Tunnel Installation
View of Fields
Community Messages
View of Indigenous Homes
Crosswalk Signals
View of Mountains
Signage on Roads
View of Rice Paddies
Old Temple
View of Farm
Old Pond
View of Theater
Traditional Market
View of River
Old Stream
View of Old Factory
Old Port
View of Old Market
Old Path
CHANG JAE ZAIN, CHANG SHUN-YI, JIUN-JIE JETT CHIOU, CHOU CHENG KUAN, LISA HEDSTROM, JOHN KESTNER, FEU TU, HSIOU-JU WU, YAO ZHANG

WE DAZHI

SCU+MIT 09: TEAM OPENCAGE